TLP labeled information can be shared as follows:

- **TLP:RED**: Recipient only
  - Source

- **TLP:AMBER**: Organisation and its clients
  - Organisation only

- **TLP:AMBER+STRIGCT**: Organisation only
  - Labels MUST not contain spaces and SHOULD be in capitals.

- **TLP:GREEN**: Within community (not publicly)

- **TLP:CLEAR**: Publicly

**Usage of the TLP labels**

- In messages as text:
  - In chats prior to the information: TLP:AMBER [Text]
  - In emails in subject line: From: [Your Name] To: [Recipient's Email] Subject: TLP:AMBER [Text]

- In documents as label:
  - In header and in footer:
    - Color coded Justified to the right
    - >= 12 Point Font

- In automated information exchange:
  - Please refer to the guidelines on first.org/tp

**More information and guidelines on first.org/tp**
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**Usage of the TLP labels**

**In messages as text**

In chats prior to the information: **TLP:AMBER [Text]**

In emails in subject line:

From:  
To:  
Subject: TLP:AMBER [Text]

**In documents as label**

In header and in footer:  
Color coded Justified to the right  
>= 12 Point Font

**In automated information exchange**

Please refer to the guidelines on first.org/tp
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